Abstract. Knowledge discovery in databases is used to discover useful and understandable knowledge from large databases. A process of knowledge discovery consists of two steps, the data mining step and the evaluation step. In this paper, evaluating and ranking the interestingness of summaries generated from databases, which is a part of the second step, is studied using diversity measures. Sixteen previously analyzed diversity measures of interestingness are used along with three not previously considered ones, brought from different well-known areas. The latter three measures are evaluated theoretically according to five principles that a measure must satisfy to be qualified acceptable for ranking summaries. A theoretical correlation study between the eight measures that satisfy all five principles is presented based on mathematical proofs. An empirical evaluation is conducted using three real databases. Then, a classification of the eight measures is deduced. The resulting classification is used to reduce the number of measures to only two, which are the best over all criteria, and that produce non-similar results. This helps the user interpret the most important discovered knowledge in his decision making process.
Introduction
One of the most important problems in the field of knowledge discovery is the development of effective interestingness measures. These measures are divided into objective measures, those based upon the structure of discovered patterns (Han & Kamber, 2001) , and subjective measures, those based upon the belief and the class of users who examine the patterns (Silberschatz & Tuzhilin, 1995) . The latter measures are also divided by Silberschatz and Tuzhilin (1996) into two classes: actionability measures where a pattern is interesting if the user can do something to his advantage with it, and unexpectedness measures which rate a pattern as interesting if it is surprising to the user.
One approach to giving good measures of interestingness is the use of diversity ones as heuristic measures of interestingness. In the context of ranking the interestingness Table 1 .
A sales database. of summaries, generated from databases, Hilderman and Hamilton (1999) proposed the use of sixteen measures. In this paper, besides those proposed, three measures not used previously are presented and evaluated. The goal is to select particular measures that are representative of distinct classes of interestingness measures. This will make the decision making easier and more objective: easier by reducing the number of measures and more objective by using only the ones which are the best over all criteria instead of applying all members of the set of measures or arbitrarily choosing one of them. The use of valid interestingness measures, satisfying all required criteria, is very important in this context since the number of generated summaries from the same database may reach many thousands. The assessment of such number of summaries is a very hard task.
Store
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some preliminaries by defining a summary on which our methodology of treating the databases is based. In Section 3, diversity measures are discussed. In Section 4, we show that the new measures satisfy the five principles that a useful measure must satisfy. Then, a theoretical correlation study is made. In Section 5, we propose an empirical evaluation of the measures by describing their distribution characteristics. Hence, the eight theoretically acceptable measures are applied to three real databases and their classification is deduced.
The summary concept
Let S be a set of tables summarizing a given database using generalization techniques such as Concept Hierarchy (CH) or Domain Generalization Graph (DGG) that replace attribute values with more general concepts according to user specifications. Hence, S is a set of summaries. To explain this concept, we propose the following example: Table 1 gives a sales database and Figure 1 1 presents a CH and a DGG for this database. A possible representation deduced from the DGG is the following set S = S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , where S i is summary i such that summary S 1 , given in Table 2 , gives a representation according to the first rule. Summaries S 2 and S 3 , presented in Tables 3 and 4 respectively, give representations according to the second and the third rules.
The summaries correspond to the following three hypothetical rules:
-Sales are influenced by the fact of being in different regions. These three rules might be chosen a priori according to the initial database by taking into consideration existing generalization relations in the DGG.
The last columns in Tables 2-4 , or Count, represent the number of occurrences of the values in the store column and they are the important ones for our study.
Heuristic measures of interestingness
The process of generating a summary from a database produces a set of tuples which are unique. Hence, they can be considered as a population with a probability distribution. Hilderman and Hamilton (1999) discussed sixteen heuristic measures of interestingness which are based on diversity measures taken from different well-known areas such as statistics, ecology, information theory, and management. Hilderman and Hamilton (2001) mentioned that these measures evaluate the distribution within a tuple and assign The probability for tuple t i a single real-valued index that represents its interestingness. Thus, they allow the assignment of a rank to the current summary according to the set of summaries generated from the original database.
In our example in Section 2, we assume that, by using a given measure of interestingness, the values generated are x 1 , x 2 and x 3 for summaries S 1 , S 2 and S 3 , respectively. Also we assume that x 1 > x 2 > x 3 2 . Results are presented in Table 5 which says that summary S 1 is the most interesting one. This allows us to conclude that sales are more influenced by the fact of being in different regions than of being in different cities or different stores which means that the first rule is the most interesting.
To introduce these measures, the used notation is presented in Table 6 . 3 Table 7 presents the measures previously studied by Hilderman and Hamilton (1999 , 2000 .
In the following, three not previously considered measures of interestingness are presented. Some modifications are introduced to the original formulas to produce valid interestingness measures. Note that the measures are independent of measurement units. Hilderman and Hamilton's set of interestigness measures.
The I Rae measure, introduced by Rae and Taylor (1970) , is based on an index of ethnic fractionalization. It measures the degree of ethnic diversity and it is given by
When applied to Table 2 , I Rae yields 0.667.
The I CON measure
The I CON measure, introduced by Egghe and Rousseau (1991) , is based on concentration measuring. It is given by
When applied to 
The I Hill measure
The I Hill measure, introduced by Hill (1973) , is based on a compound diversity measure which depends on the species proportional abundance. It is given by
When applied to Table 2 , I Hill yields −0.310. Hamilton (2000, 2001) proposed five principles that a measure should satisfy to be acceptable for ranking the interestingness of discovered summaries. Among the five principles, Egghe and Rousseau (1991) 
Theoretical evaluation

Interestingness principles
is a function of m variables which is a general measure of interestingness.
The principles are used below to evaluate measures of interestingness for summaries deduced from a single dataset, so N is fixed (n i 's and N have the same meaning as in Section 3).
Zero-valued n i 's are eliminated because we suppose that a zero in the count column is without importance for our study.
Minimum value principle (P1). Given a vector
P1 means that the interestingness is at its minimum level when the tuple counts are all equal. For example (3, 3), (17, 17, 17) , etc.
Maximum value principle (P2). Given a vector
This means that the interestingness must have its maximum value in the case of perfect concentration between the tuple counts. For example for m = 2 and 3 respectively, N = 5 and 45 respectively, we have (4, 1) and (43, 1, 1).
Skewness principle (P3). Given a vector
(n 1 , . . ., n m ) where n 1 = N -m + 1, n i = 1, i = 2, . . ., m, N > m, and a vector (n 1 -c, n 2 , . . ., n m , n m+1 , . . ., n m+c ), where n 1 -c > 1 and n i = 1, i = 2, . . ., m + c; then f (n 1 , n 2 . . ., n m ) > f (n 1 -c, n 2 , . . . n m , n m+1 , . . . n m + c ).
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In the case of perfect concentration, P3 means that a summary containing m tuples will be more interesting than a summary containing (m + c) tuples. For example f (44, 1) > f (43, 1, 1).
Permutation invariance principle (P4). Given a vector
This principle states that interestingness is not a labeled property, meaning that interestingness does not change when the order of tuple counts changes. For example f (1, 2, 3) = f (1, 3, 2) = f (2, 3, 1) = f (2, 1, 3) = f (3, 2, 1) = f (3, 1, 2).
Transfer principle (P5). Given a vector
If we make a strictly positive transfer from a tuple count to another whose count is greater, P5 states that interestingness increases. For example f (6, 5, 2, 1) > f (6, 4, 3, 1).
Proofs
In this section, it is shown that the three proposed measures are acceptable to evaluate and rank the interestingness of discovered summaries according to the five principles described in Section 4.1. Mathematical proofs are given in the following. 
Principle P1. Given a vector
we need to determine the sign of
, which has the same sign as
⇒ I Rae satisfies P 1 .
Hence, we need to find the sign of
which has the same sign as
which is equivalent to determining the sign of
⇒ I Hill satisfies P 1 .
Principle P2. Given a vector
⇒ I Rae satisfies P 2 .
I CON : It is sufficient to show that
We need only to show that
Principle P3. Given a vector
(n i c)(n i c − 1).
⇒ I Rae satisfies P 3 .
⇒ I Hill satisfies P 3 .
Principle P4.
Given a vector (n 1 , . . ., n m ) and any permutation (i1, . . ., im) of (1, . . ., m); f (n 1 , . . ., n m ) = f (n i1 , . . ., n im ) All measures satisfy P4 since ranking order is not a factor.
Principle P5.
Given a vector (n 1 , . . ., n m ); 0 < c < n j and n i ≥ n j ; then f (n 1 , . . .,
We have to show that
which is equivalent to show the following:
Assuming that
⇒ I CON satisfies P 5 .
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I Hill : We need only to show that
Given the results presented in this section, we conclude that our three measures satisfy the five principles and hence, they are acceptable for evaluating and ranking the interestingness of discovered knowledge. Adding these three measures to the five ones presented by Hilderman and Hamilton (2001) , we end up with a set of 8 measures that are theoretically acceptable for such a task. Table 7 summarizes the status of all interestingness measures mentioned with respect to the five principles, where a "×" means that a measure satisfies the respective principle. In Table 7 , we added the properties of the three new measures as compared to the table presented by Hilderman and Hamilton (2001) .
Theoretical correlation study
To check if there are possible correlations between future results generated by theoretically acceptable measures, we proceed by mathematical proofs. When there is not a linear transformation, we opt to study the tendency or the behaviour of the measure's functions. First, it is noticed that the measure I Variance is a linear transformation of I Simpson : 
The measure I Rae is a linear transformation of I Simpson as demonstrated in the following:
A possible correlation between results generated by I Shannon and I Simpson is established by the following:
knowing that p i log p i has the same variation and behaviour of p 2 i . The relation between I CON and I Simpson is given by the following:
From this section we conclude that theoretically, results generated by I Variance , I Simpson , I Shannon , I McIntosh , I Rae and I Total could be correlated and that I CON , without considering the square root, is a linear transformation of I Simpson . Finally, we were not able to relate I Hill to any other measure.
In the following, we will check if these theoretical dependencies are apparent when the measures are applied to actual databases.
Experimental evaluation
The experimental evaluation of the interestingness measures is divided into three parts. The first one consists of their evaluation using a fictitious database. The second part consists of an application to three real databases and the last one consists of a study of similarities in the ranks assigned to summaries generated from the databases. Finally a classification of the eight measures is conducted.
Evaluation of the interestingness measures
By using the input data of Table 8 which is used previously by Hilderman and Hamilton (2001) , we analyzed the statistical distribution of the indices values produced by the 19 measures. The input data used here consists of 16928 vectors which are the list of all possible ordered arrangements of a set of 50 objects among 10 classes. Vectors are ordered as follows: the first one presents the case of perfect concentration and the last, the case of uniform distribution.
Our purpose is to study the attitude of every measure and to check if its distribution is close to the Standard Normal Distribution (SND). The SND is taken as a point of reference in this step. This distribution plays a crucial role in a large body of statistics because it is very tractable analytically and its symmetry makes it an attractive choice for many population models. In addition to the following, the normal distribution can be used as an approximation of a large variety of distributions in large samples via the Table 8 .
Summary of interestingness properties regarding the five principles.
M e a s u r e P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4 P 5 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ) (6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4) (6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4) (5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5) Central Limit Theorem. Hence, the minimum value, the maximum value, the number of tuples less than, or greater than, the middle and the skewness and kurtosis coefficients are determined. The skewness coefficient measures the symmetry of a distribution. A zero value means that the distribution is symmetric and a positive (negative) value means that it is clustered more to the left (right). The kurtosis measures the peakedness or flatness of a distribution. A zero value means that the distribution has a SND peak and a positive (negative) value means that the distribution has a sharper (flatter) peak than the SND.
For example, the minimum value of I Rae is 0.08163, the maximum value is 0.66938, there are 16761 tuples less than middle, and 167 tuples greater than middle. The skewness coefficient is equal to 1.844 meaning that the distribution is asymmetric and clustered more to the left. The kurtosis coefficient is equal to 5.570, meaning that the distribution has a sharper peak than the SND. For I CON , the minimum value is 0, the maximum value is 0.8, there are 14784 tuples less than middle, and 2144 tuples greater than middle. The skewness coefficient is equal to 0.716 which means that the distribution is asymmetric and it is clustered more to the left, but it is less than I Rae . The kurtosis coefficient is equal to 0.883 meaning that the distribution has a sharper peak than the SND and a flatter peak than I Rae .
The summary of the first step of the experimental evaluation is given in Table 9 (where I Max is not calculated because it is a constant in this case) and in Table 10 . These two tables include a calculation of the values concerning the three not previously considered measures and a re-calculation of the existing ones. The top eight measures in these two tables are the ones which satisfy the five principles.
Histograms of the distributions of index values generated by our three measures for the vectors described in Table 8 are presented in figures 2, 3 and 4, where the horizontal axes describe the intervals of the values generated and the vertical axes describe the number of vectors in each interval.
Application to real databases
The second step of this experimental evaluation consists of generating summaries from three databases and evaluating their interestingness by the eight selected measures. The first one is a research awards database (D1), which is available in the public domain from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC). It consists of a set of tables giving information about the distribution and the amounts of the awards granted to researchers in 67 universities in Canada. This database is used in previous data mining research such as the work presented by Hamilton (1995a, 1995b) . The second one is a heart disease diagnosis database (D2) from the UCI ML. It consists of 270 observations and gives information about the attributes that can influence the fact of being affected. The third is Hayes Roth database (D3) from the UCI ML which consists of 132 persons and gives information about the attributes that influence the classification of persons into classes.
Results of the eight measures are presented in Tables 12 , 13 and 14 , where real values are assigned to the summaries generated from the initial database according to the set of indices used as heuristic measures of interestingness. The purpose is to rank these summaries by interestingness and then, select the most interesting ones.
The S column contains the summary numbers (summaries are ordered increasingly from the one which has the fewest number of tuples to the summary with the greatest number of tuples). The No of T column describes the number of tuples in each summary, the remainder of the columns give the interestingness of each summary according to the set of measures described above.
For example, for the I Rae measure and with D1, summaries are numbered from 1 to 12. The number of tuples in summary 1 is 4, summary 2 contains 5 tuples, and so on until summary 12 which has 67 tuples. For this measure, summary 2 which has 5 tuples, has an I Rae value equal to 0.5807, which is the highest value, so it is the most interesting, summary 4 with an I Rae value equal to 0.3989 is the second highest, summary 12 with an I Rae equal to 0 is the least interesting one. According to these values, ranks are assigned to the 12 summaries. Therefore, summary 2 is ranked first, summary 4 is second, etc. When the same analysis is conducted for the I CON measure, summary 2 is ranked first (most interesting) and summary 12 is the twelfth (least interesting). Tables 15-17 give the ranks assigned to each summary. In the case of equal interestingness, the same rank is assigned. According to the ranks presented, we notice that there are measures that give the same order of summaries, which means, there are similarities in the results and in the ranks deduced. This result caused us to study these similarities. 
Similarity study
The last step in the experimental evaluation is to study similarities deduced from ranks assigned to generated summaries. Ranking similarities between measures was conducted by Hilderman, Hamilton and Barber (1999a) using the Gamma correlation coefficient. In this paper, the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient is used. Computed correlations are given in Tables 18-20 and for databases D1, D2 and D3, respectively. A correlation equal to 1 means a total similarity in the ranks assigned. A threshold of 95% is used to declare two ranks as similar or highly correlated. Correlations are used to classify the measures into homogeneous classes. In a homogeneous class of measures, all measures give the same order or are highly correlated with minimum intra-classes differences and maximum inter-classes differences.
According to our empirical study, summary 2 for D1 and D2 and summary 1 for D3 are preferred by all measures. For the three considered databases, I Hill produced highly correlated results with many other measures which is in contradiction with the The purpose of this classification is to select one representative measure from each class. The criteria used are the skewness and kurtosis coefficients, as determined in Section 5.1. Hence, the best measure in a class is the one which is less skewed and whose peak is the closest to the peak of the SND. From class 1, I CON is chosen because it has skewness and kurtosis coefficient values close to 0 in the three databases. From class 2, I Hill is chosen for the same reason.
Conclusion
Based on three real databases and an experimental evaluation, a classification of interestingness measures into two classes was deduced. This classification reduces the number of measures needed to evaluate databases such as D1, D2 and D3, to only two measures by taking a representative one from each class. This is in spite of the contradictions encountered between the theoretical and the empirical checking of correlations. The choice of the representative measure from each class is based on the evaluation of skewness and kurtosis coefficients. The advantage of this reduction is to allow the user to take under consideration only the ranks deduced from the two representative measures. Using only two measures eases the decision making and the interpretation of generated results. Our empirical study, based on only three databases, which are of relatively small size, could be extended by using large databases. Moreover, future research is needed to suggest new enhanced interestingness measures.
